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I. INTRODUCTION

The transient hardware faults are considered one of the
significant challenges to the processors’ reliability in future
large-scale systems due to the shrinking feature size, growing
system scale and power constraints [1]–[4]. Graphics Process-
ing Units (GPUs), the dominantly adopted accelerators in HPC
systems, are susceptible to transient hardware faults [5]–[7].
On modern GPUs, error correction codes (ECC) are employed
to boost the fault tolerance of GPUs, mainly targeting GPU
memory, caches and register files. Since the large portion of
a GPU chip consisting of a massive number of computation
units are not ECC-protected, a transient hardware fault can
propagate through the datapath of GPUs (i.e. becomes a soft
error), bypass the ECC and manifest as a failure outcome to
the GPU application (e.g. a silent data corruption (SDC)).

In recent years, the emerging deep learning workloads
urgently need fast general matrix multiplication (i.e. GEMM).
To meet such demand, specific accelerators have been designed
and manufactured, such as NVIDIA Tensor Cores [8], AMD
Matrix Cores [9] and Google TPUs [10]. Other than providing
high throughput GEMM operations, one of the key features
implemented in these new GPU architectures is the support
of the mixed-precision floating-point computation, i.e. an ar-
chitecture can execute different numerical types of operations,
such as FP64, FP32 and FP16 in IEEE 745. For applications
whose results do not rely on the high-precision computation,
the low-precision FP data formats offer acceptable correctness
but significant performance, area and memory footprint im-
provement. As such GPU architectures become the new thrust
of the acceleration for HPC, it is critical to understand if and
how a transient hardware fault affects the behaviour of the
application conducting mixed-precision operations.

When a hardware fault corrupts an FP operation (i.e.
causing a bit flip), the result of the operation is determined
by which bit the fault flips. Depending on the proportion of
the number of exponent v.s. mantissa bits defined in each FP
format, the impact of a bit-flip could differ significantly. Hence
different FP formats may exhibit different error resilience
characteristics. The effectiveness and efficiency of the existing
GPU-based fault tolerance techniques can be degraded if they
are uniformly applied to the applications. These techniques

should take advantage of the mixed-precision architectures to
protect the application from hardware faults.

In this study, we aim to design a precision-aware fault
tolerance technique for the applications accelerated by the
mixed-precision enabled GPUs. Towards this goal, we propose
three essential aspects:

1) the first aspect is to characterize how a transient hardware
fault would affect the error resilience of the application
with a particular FP format. In particular, as mixed-
precision-enabled GPUs are mainly for matrix-matrix
multiplication (i.e. MM), one needs to systematically
introduce faults during the MM operations and study the
impact of the faults on the MM results.

2) second, one needs to extend the characterization study in
the context of real-world applications. For applications
with inherent error masking capability (i.e. deep learning
models [11], [12], iterative solvers [4], [13] etc.), the
gap between the error resilience of a mixed-precision
MM operation and the end-to-end result of an application
should be explored.

3) one could design a precision-aware fault tolerance ap-
proach that specifically detects/corrects an error for a
certain FP format. A possible solution could be through
the range check [14], with respect to the error resilience
characteristics of the FP format.

In the rest of this paper, we first introduce the features
of the modern mixed-precision GPU architectures by using
the NVIDIA Tensor Cores as an example, describe our effort
to systematically characterize the error resilience of MM
operated on NVIDIA Tensor Cores, discuss the preliminary
characterization results, and propose the potential solutions for
the future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Diverse floating-point formats

In this study we explore three floating-point formats: half
(i.e. FP16) [15], Brain Floating Point Format (i.e. BF16) [16]
and TensorFloat-32 (i.e. TF32) [17]. Figure 1 illustrates their
floating-point formats on how many sign, exponent and man-
tissa bits used respectively. Among three, FP16 from IEEE
745 is expected to outperform the common FP32 applications
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Fig. 1: Floating-point formats of FP16, BF16 and TF32,
compared to FP32.

that lower precision calculations seem to be not critical. A low-
precision format compared to FP32 offers faster computation
and less memory footprint. BF16 and TF32 are proposed to
optimize the FP16 format for deep learning workloads. BF16
expands the dynamic range of FP16 to reach to the same range
of FP32, whereas TF32 keeps such range but has more than
sufficient margin for the precision requirements.

B. NVIDIA Tensor Core architecture

A modern GPU consists of multiple Streaming Multiproces-
sors (SMs) as the core computation units. In NVIDIA Ampere
architecture, 4 Tensor Cores reside in each SM together with
the traditional CUDA cores. Tensor cores are dedicated to
accelerate MM operations such as D = A×B +C, where A
and B are input matrices with the shape of m× k and k× n,
and the accumulating matrix C with the shape of m× n. On
its third generation - Ampere architecture (i.e. A100), Tensor
Cores add support for low-precision BF16 and TF32 formats
on top of FP16, which provides a more comprehensive accel-
eration capability for deep learning applications. The detailed
mechanisms for Tensor Cores to handle data movement, warp
scheduling and mixed-precision programming for MM are dis-
sected and evaluated in [18]–[20], while the new architecture
generation is beyond their focus. Specifically, we focus on the
warp-level Half Matrix Multiply-Accumulate (HMMA) SASS
instruction that are the core operations of Tensor Cores. A
unique feature of the HMMA instructions is that it allows the
threads to share the data, by accessing other threads’ registers
in the same warp, which is not possible for regular CUDA
Cores as the registers are thread-independent.

C. NVBitFI: a CUDA-based fault injector

NVBitFI [21] is a software-based fault injection framework
built on top of NVBit [22], the NVIDIA binary instrumentation
tool. It leverages the NVBit’s instrumentation interface to
insert a callback function after each or a selective group
of GPU instructions (i.e. SASS) at compile time. It runs
in two phases: a profiling and an injection phase via the
different callback functions. Given a GPU application, the
NVBitFI first enters the profiling phase to obtain the total
number of dynamic instructions for each instruction opcode
from each dynamic kernel instance. Then, each fault injection
trial randomly selects a dynamic instruction based on a pre-
configured instruction opcode (or a group of instructions such
as FP instructions). After that instruction is executed, NVBitFI

flips a random bit in the value stored in the destination register
of that instruction to mimic the impact of a transient hardware
fault. At last, it observes the final output of the application to
see if there is a failure outcome.

Although this study is based on NVIDIA architectures, one
can apply similar understanding and techniques proposed in
our study to other architectures that involve MM instructions.

III. A TENSOR CORE ENABLED FAULT INJECTION
METHODOLOGY

This section presents our observations on the HMMA instruc-
tion behaviours. A HMMA instruction takes the matrix elements
of A and B and computes the dot-product of the elements.
We decode the latest HMMA instruction produced for Ampere
Tensor Cores and explain our reverse-engineering effort to
precisely demystify the mapping between the matrix elements
and the thread indices for a thread warp. We then describe the
mechanism employed by A100 to execute a HMMA instruction.
Lastly, we summarize our modification to the NVBitFI.

A. Decoding a HMMA instruction

Over the evolution of the Tensor Cores and CUDA SDKs,
the HMMA instructions get redesigned to cope with the new
architecture’s capabilities. A prior study [23] offers detailed
analysis on how an MMA call gets compiled to one or
a set of HMMA instructions for Volta, Turing and Ampere
Tensor Core architectures. For our purpose, we focus on the
HMMA instruction generated for Ampere Tensor Cores and
highlight the difference in the HMMA instructions for different
FP formats. Figure 2 shows three example HMMA instructions
for FP16, BF16 and TF321. Three components are included:
the opcode, the destination register(s) and the MMA operands.

■ opcode: the .16816 and .1688 infix indicate the shape
of the MM (16×8×16 for FP16 and BF16 and 16×8×8
for TF32); the .F32 stands for the accumulate type; the
.BF16 and .TF32 indicate the MM type.

■ the destination register(s): in this example, R4 is the
explicit operand for the destination register. Implicitly
three more destination registers are associated with this
HMMA instruction, namely R5, R6, R7. One HMMA
instruction involves four dot-product computations, and
the four destination registers accumulate the results of
these computations respectively.

■ the operands: the registers R132, R133, R134 and
R135 hold the elements of the input matrix A, while
for the input matrix B only the registers R136 and
R137 are used. This design suggests the reuse of certain
elements across the entire warp. The final register R4
stores the element of the matrix C as the accumulator.
For FP16 and BF16 precision, since each GPU register
occupies 32-bit, two FP16 or BF16 values can be stored
in one register, whereas only one TF32 value can be
stored in a register as the TF32 format requires 19 bits.

1The example is compiled with SM80 and CUDA 11.4



FP16:     HMMA.16816.F32           R4, R132.reuse, R136, R4

BF16:     HMMA.16816.F32.BF16  R4, R132.reuse, R136, R4 

TF32:      HMMA.1688.F32.TF32     R4, R132.reuse, R136, R4

Fig. 2: The HMMA instructions for MMA operations. Three FP
formats generate their own HMMA instructions on A100.

B. Challenges on the fault injection on HMMA instructions:

In this study, we focus on understanding the impact of a
transient hardware fault to the multiplier of the Tensor Cores,
as the multiplication between two low-precision FP values
dominates the Tensor Core operations. One of the key features
of the HMMA instructions is to enable collective operations
among the threads in a warp to complete the MMA. One thread
within the warp fetches elements from other threads’ registers
and contributes to 4 elements of the matrix D. This feature
raises two challenges to the existing NVBitFI:

1) to inject a fault into the HMMA’s FP operations, NVBitFI
needs to intercept the HMMA instruction as the mixed-
precision operations occur during the dot-product calcula-
tion. Simply flipping a bit in the destination register (e.g.
R4) is not a representative characterization mechanism.

2) to ensure the statistical significance, each fault injection
trial should uniformly select a combination of a thread
and a HMMA instruction for injection. Since the mapping
details between the threads’ registers and the matrix
elements is not exposed to the public, NVBitFI must
obtain two pieces of information given a random HMMA
instruction of a random thread: (1) which elements of the
matrix D does this combination (i.e. a thread and a HMMA
instruction) contribute to? (2) where are those elements
in the matrix A and B?

C. Demystifying HMMA via reverse engineering

To address these challenges, we reverse-engineer the Volta
and Ampere Tensor Cores aiming to study the layout of the
matrix A and B across threads and the thread involvement
given a random thread and a HMMA instruction. We take the
GEMM benchmark from NVIDIA’s cutlass library [24] and
use cuda-gdb [25] to track the register values of every thread
in a warp. Based on the Tensor Core generations and the
FP formats, this mapping varies significantly. We present our
observation on A100 Tensor Cores below2.

Figure 3 shows an example of where the elements of the
matrix A are stored in the threads for the TF32 data type.
Note that both the input matrix A and B are stored in column
major, hence the indices shown in the examples are the column
major indices. Thread 0 to 3’s R132s and R134s store the
first 8 elements of the row 0 in the matrix A, and their
R133s and R135s store the first 8 elements of row 8 in the
matrix A. Thread 4 to 7’s R132s and R134s are in charge of
the first 8 elements of row 1, and R133s and 135s take the
first 8 elements of row 9 in the matrix A3. Note that thread

2The V100 Tensor Cores case is not reported here due to the page limit.
3Due to the page limit we do not show the thread view of the storage layout

for the matrix B

0-3 and thread 4-7 consists of two separate ThreadGroups,
which is a concept introduced in Tensor Cores to organize
four consecutive threads in a warp. The entire element storage
layout with the view of the ThreadGroup is also shown in
Figure 4 for both the matrix A and B.
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Fig. 3: The mapping between the registers in thread 0,1,4 and
31 and the corresponding elements of the 16×8 portion of the
matrix A stored in column major. The indices are with respect
to the column major layout.
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Fig. 4: The element layout for 16× 8 of matrix A and 8× 16
of matrix B. The ThreadGroup ID =

⌊
ThreadID

4

⌋
The mechanism on how each thread computes its own

results for the matrix D depends on the relative thread ID
within the warp. Figure 5 shows the pattern of the computation
for ThreadGroup 0 executing the TF32-based instruction
in Figure 2. For each destination register R4, R5, R6, R7,
Figure 5 indicates what are the elements participating in the
dot-product from the matrix A and B. The elements of the
matrix A are either A0,0 − A0,7 or A7,0 − A7,7, where the
HMMA sweeps the first 8 × 8 elements of the matrix B. For
the rest of the ThreadGroups, the pattern is consistent: each
ThreadGroup fetches the elements of the matrix A according
to their storage layout shown in Figure 4 and sweeps the entire
8 × 8 elements column by column as indicated in Figure 5.
The whole process involves a 16× 8× 8 MM computation.

For BF16 and FP16 formats, since each register (i.e. 32-
bit) can take 2 16-bit values, the storage layout changes to the
case where each register takes two consecutive elements of
either the matrix A or B. Therefore the 8 ThreadGroups take
16 × 16 of the matrix A and 16 × 8 elements of the matrix
B, which ends up to a 16 × 8 × 16 MM computation. The
patterns are consistent to the TF32 format.

D. NVBitFI enhancement
With the storage layout and the computation pattern we

observe from the reverse-engineering, we extend the NVBitFI
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Fig. 5: The pattern for the example HMMA instruction (Figure 2,
TF32 format) to compute the dot-products. Each thread within
the ThreadGroup 0 performs 4 dot-product computation and
stores the result in one of the 4 resulting registers. The
rest of the ThreadGroups follow the same pattern by taking
their corresponding data for the matrix A and same element
locations for the matrix B as the ThreadGroup 0.

to support the HMMA instruction. An important enhancement is
to break the dot-product computation of a HMMA, and to inject
into any term of the dot-product computation. For example,
given a computation R4 =

∑7
i=0 A0,i × Bi,0 as shown in

Figure 5 for thread 0, NVBitFI should be able to randomly
pick a term, i.e. a random choice of A0,i × Bi,0, where
i ∈ (0, 7), and flips a bit in the result of the multiplication. To
apply this error back to the dot-product value, NVBitFI keeps
the original value of the dot-product, deducts the original result
of the chosen term from the original value, and add this faulty
result back. This way, NVBitFI mimics the impact of a fault
on the mixed-precision FP computation. We refer this process
as the “write-back” approach.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

This section reports some preliminary results that estimates
the error resilience characteristics of the MM with different
FP precision data types.

Fault Injection Methodology We use the enhanced
NVBitFI to conduct large-scale fault injection campaigns
on four benchmarks from cutlass, namely volta-fp16-gemm,
ampere-tf32-gemm and ampere-bf16-gemm and ampere-fp16-
gemm. For each fault injection trial, NVBitFI randomly
chooses a kernel, a thread in that kernel, a HMMA instruction
executed by the thread, a random destination register of that
HMMA instruction, and a random term contributing to the result
stored in that register. Note that for TF32 the total number of
the terms is eight while for BF16 and FP16 it is 16. When a
term is selected, NVBitFI conducts two sets of experiments:
1) to flip a random bit in its resulting FP value as the baseline,
and 2) to flip a bit in a specific position of the FP value, and
estimate the priority of the bits in terms of their significance
to the MM correctness. Once a bit is flipped, NVBitFI applies
the “write-back” approach to plant the erroneous value to the
destination register of the HMMA instruction.

Fault Injection Results Figure 6 shows the fault injection
results for GEMMs implemented with different FP formats.
The outcomes of the MM are categorized as SDC (i.e. the
result fails the cutlass’s default correctness check4) or Benign
(i.e. the result passes the check). The main take-aways are
summarized below:

■ TF32 and BF16 present similar trend of error resilience:
(1) in both the formats the first exponent bits (MSB) are
most vulnerable to faults; (2) the rest of bit positions
behave similarly in terms of error resilience.

■ However, BF16 in general shows much higher resilience
to faults than TF32 as the SDC rates are around 20%
while on TF32 the SDC rates are around 60%.

■ For FP16, faults in mantissa bits are more likely to lead
to correct results than in exponent bits. This trend persists
on both architectures for FP16 based GEMM. However,
A100 seems to behave more resilient to faults.
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Fig. 6: The fault injection results for the four benchmark
GEMM with different FP formats. We run 1,000 fault injec-
tions for each configuration.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our fault injection study demonstrates that different FP
formats exhibit distinct error resilience characteristics against
hardware faults. This observation enables two future direc-
tions: 1). One needs to propose a format-specific approach to
detect if an error occurred during the execution. The likelihood
of a fault causing a failure during BF16 based MM is the
lowest among all the FP formats, so that it is promising to
relax the certain FP checks for such format to trade for more
efficient FP computation; 2). It is interesting to understand
how an incorrect MM impacts the correctness of an end-to-
end application taking advantage of Tensor Cores, such as deep
neural networks. Specifically, for a particular FP format or
the mixed-used FP formats across different layers of a neural
network, how do the different inherent masking abilities of
these formats influence the accuracy of the DNN? We will
investigate these directions in future work.

4cutlass calls TensorEquals [26] utility functions to compare two tensors
elementwise.
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